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FRIDA 90/75

Frida	90/75_Ver.1.00/01/02	:	02.11.2021

In recent years, the urban and industrial kitchen trends have seen a move towards textured matt kitchen finishes that
are stylish and sophisticated but at the same time, comfortable, enjoyable and low-maintenance. The increasing
popularity of ceramic, stone and concrete finishes in furniture and kitchens proves this. These finishes add depth and
tonal contrast to the kitchen space and provide you with the flexibility of exploring multiple design options in your
home. Aligning with this trend, Häfele brings you subtle ceramic finished hoods that will not only keep your kitchen
fresh but will also elevate its design. The new range includes cookerhoods laden with: Filter-free technology -
Ceramica 90, advanced motor technology (EBM Plast) - Biscotti 80/60 and anti-drip technology - Frida 90/75.
This product memo will take you through the details of Frida 90/ 75. Inspired by the cool tones and bold texture of
concrete, Häfele brings you the most versatile cookerhood with a silver concrete finish on a ceramic surface - Frida in
two variants of 90 cm & 75 cm. The anti-drip technology combined with the auto open smoke panels of these hoods,
make extraction in your kitchen a breeze.

FEATURES

Anti Drip technology in the hood eliminates any possibility of oil dripping
when the hood is overdue for cleaning and maintenance. The rising smoke
from the cooking process is lighter and passes through the anti-drip filters
while the heavier oil particles settle down on the filters and through the curved
channels get directed down to the oil collector where they are accumulated.

FOR	OUR	FULL	PRODUCT	RANGE	VISIT	HAFELEINDIA.COM
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Article	No. 536.88.313
Model	No. FRIDA	90
Finish Ceramic	Glass
Motor 260	W	Motor
Control 3	Speed	Control
Timer	Function Available
Filter Baffle	Filter
Technology Anti-drip	Technology
Extraction Auto	Open	Smoke	Panel	
Lighting LED
Design Angled	Wall-mounted
Product	Dimensions	
(W	x	D	x	H)

898	x	510	x	737	mm

FEATURES

The Auto-open smoke panel of the FRIDA cookerhood simply slides in behind
the fascia to maintain its overall minimalist aesthetics when its in operation. It
ensures powerful smoke intake and filtration, keeping the kitchen free from
any pungent smell that might result from fumes arising during the cooking
process, for example while tempering spices (tadka), which is extremely
common in Indian cooking.

The ceramic surface with concrete finish makes it possible for these hoods
to adapt to the warm or cool tones of your overall kitchen colour theme.

PRODUCT	SPECIFICATIONS

Article	No. 536.88.317
Model	No. FRIDA	75
Finish Ceramic	Glass
Motor 260	W	Motor
Control 3	Speed	Control
Timer	Function Available
Filter Baffle	Filter
Technology Anti-drip	Technology
Extraction Auto	Open	Smoke	Panel
Lighting LED
Design Angled	Wall-mounted
Product	Dimensions	
(W	x	D	x	H)

748	x	510	x	737	mm
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Häfele India Private Limited | Office No. 3, Building “A”, BETA, I Think Techno Campus, Off J.V.L.R, Opp. Kanjurmarg East, Mumbai – 400 042. | Tel.:
022 6142 6100 | Fax: 022 6702 0531
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Toll Free Customer Care No.:1800 266 6667 | SMS HAFELE to 56070 | customercare@hafeleindia.com | www.hafeleindia.com

Click	here	to	view	our	entire	range	of	Ceramic	Cookerhoods
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INSTALLATION OPERATION
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Symbol Function

Light:	Touch	this	button	once	to	turn	on	the	light,	
touch	again	to	turn	it	off

Cookerhood on/off	and	Low	Speed	Button:	
Switches	the	extractor	motor	on	and	off	at	low	
speed.	Used	to	provide	a	continuous	and	silent	
air	change	in	the	presence	of	light	cooking

Cookerhood on/off	and	Medium	Speed	Button:	
Switches	the	extractor	motor	on	and	off	at	
medium	speed.	Suitable	for	most	operating	
conditions.	

Cookerhood on/	off	and	High	Speed Button:	
Switches	the	extractor	motor	on	and	off	at	high	
speed.	Used	for	eliminating	vapours and	smoke	
at	the	highest	cooking	levels.

Delay	Off	Timer:	Switches	the	extractor	motor	off	
automatically	after	operating	at	the	selected	
speed	for	5	minutes

Indicator	for	Delay	Off	Timer:	When	Delay	Off	
Timer	is	switched	on,	this	symbol	will	be	flashed
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